BUNDLE & SAVE

$100 off instant rebate
When you buy a qualifying Tool Kit & a qualifying accessory
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Three-Point Laser Level Bare Tool
Qualifying Accessories:
324408
26 pc Impact Set Shockwave
664419
8 pc 3/8" impact socket set
324006
40 pc Shockwave bit set
324005
36 pc Shockwave bit set
48891105 20 pc Titanium Drill bit set
2801
21 pc Black Oxide Drill bit set
2802
29 Pc Black Oxide Drill bit set
1129
12 pc Demo Recip Blade set
5403
3 pc SAWZALL Scraper Set
225100
5 pc SWITCHBLADE Plumbers Bit Set

The new self-leveling PLS 3 laser level allows
for fast, accurate layout of reference points
and is excellent for steel stud framing,
HVAC installation, electrical and residential
construction. Includes canvas pouch & battery pack.

(48-32-4408)
(48-66-4419)
(48-32-4406)
(48-32-4405)
(48-89-1105)
(48-89-2801)
(48-89-2802)
(49-22-1129)
(49-22-5403)
(49-22-5100)
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PLS5RZ Red
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319 PLS5GZ Green $359
Five Point Laser Level

549 M18 Fuel Super Hawg Kit

$

559

$

M18 Fuel Bandsaw Kit
#2729-22. The most powerful 18-Volt cordless band saw
on the market. Versatility to cut up to 5 in. by 5 in.
material in one pass. Two 5.0Ah Batteries, Hard Case,
Charger Included
#8810 10#

NEW

#8815 15#

$
$

#2709-22. Delivers the power and run-time necessary
to complete cordless rough-ins. For Plumbing and
HVAC professionals, this drill powers through 6” holes
and can drill over (75) 2-9/16” holes per charge in 2x
lumber with a self-feed bit. Kit contains 2 XC5.0
batteries, multi-volt rapid charger and bag.

Self-leveling, five-point green laser level
(plumb, level, and square horizontal and vertical points) equipped for multiple applications. Includes the PLS Pendulum Target for
easy transfer of points to the floor during
square alignment. Includes canvas pouch &
battery pack.

19
24

Locking Tool
Lanyard
Designed to reduce
risks of dropped
tools. Shock
absorbing design
gradually slows tool.
Tool not included.

$

179

Orbital Sawzall

#6538. The 15.0 Amp Super Sawzall® Recip Saw is
the fastest, most durable recip saw in the world.
Constant Power Technology™ which maintains
constant speed and power under load for
unmatched cutting performance. Includes case.

PLS180RS Red

$

479 PLS180GS Green $523
Cross Line Laser Levels

FREE

FREE 3/8 x 100'
Poly Hose # 115317
with purchase of
#NV65AH, NR65AK
or AKS - Limited to
stock on hand!

L
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Tool has a Lifetime
Mfg Warranty!

3-1/2" 18V Cordless Brushless
Plastic Strip Framing Nailer
#NR1890DR. Unique Air Spring Drive
System that uses compressed air to
drive each nail resulting in zero ramp
up time, increased driving speed, recoil
that feels like a pneumatic
nailer.Powered by a Compact 3.0Ah
Lithium Ion battery included.

The system includes magnetic L-bracket for fast,
easy overhang and center- line measurements
and the UB9 Universal Wall/Ceiling Bracket plus
the SLD laser line detector for use in bright lighting, long distances, or outdoors. Equipped for
multiple applications including wall construction, acoustic ceiling installation, tile installation,
residential and commercial construction.

$

$

349

2-1/2” Coil Siding
Nailer
#NV65AH. 4.6lbs. Depth
of drive adjustment to
countersink or flush drive
nails. Drives wire and plastic
sheet collated nails. Adjustable
air deflector, directs the air
exhaust in any direction.

34900ea.

2-1/2” Strap-Tite
Strip Nailers
#NR65AKS or #NR65AK.
Lightweight for easy
maneuverability. Narrow
design for ease of use in
tight spaces. Adjustable air deflector directs the air exhaust in
any direction. NR65AKS with a
short magazine for tight angles.

PLS6RZ Red

OUTDOOR ACCENTS
HARDWARE
377
$ 97
6x Angle Bracket #APA6
6
$ 07
L Strap for 4x #APL4
9
$
L Strap for 6x #APL6
1627
$
T Strap for 4x #APT4
1177
$
T Strap for 6x #APT6
1857
$
Base for 4x4 Surfaced #APB44
2167
$
Base for 6x6 Surfaced #APB66
4267
$ 67
Joist Tie for 2x to 4x post #APDJT24
5
$ 97
Joist Tie for 2x to 6x post #APDJT26
6
4x Angle Bracket #APA4

$

349 PLS6GZ Green $445

$

Includes laser level, canvas pouch and batteries.
PLS6RSYS Red

$

559 PLS6GSYS Green $659

The system includes laser level, pouch, batteries,
plus floor stand, magnetic L-bracket, and UB9
wall/ceiling bracket and the SLD laser line detector for use in bright lighting, long distances, or outdoors.

Combination Line & Point Lasers
Plumb, level, and square with one tool. The PLS 6
is a professional self- leveling combination
point and cross line laser level that includes
vertical and horizontal modes with lines and
points combined. Great for metal or wood
stud installation, general layout, square alignment, or finish carpentry.

Outdoor Accents ornamental hardware from Simpson Strong-Tie bring decorative appeal and
strength to any outdoor living space. These straps are easily installed with Outdoor Accents structural
screws and hex-head washers sold separately. Features: ZMAX® galvanization with a black powder
coat offers extra corrosion resistance for exterior and treated-wood applications. 12-gauge steel.

The right information. The right materials. The right lumberyardsm

LUMBER AND BUILDING

MATERIALS SINCE 1912
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